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2 PTS system

1 Introduction

Production Test Suite (PTS) is the environment designed for the function-
ality tests of boards at the manufacturing site, right after production. It
assures that boards comply with a minimum set of quality rules in terms of
soldering, mounting and PCB fabrication process.

This document contains information about the hardware of the CONV-
TTL-BLO PTS.

Additional documentation

• CONV-TTL-BLO User Guide [1]

• CONV-TTL-BLO Hardware Guide [2]

• CONV-TTL-BLO HDL Guide [3]

• CONV-TTL-BLO PTS User Guide [4]

• CONV-TTL-BLO PTS HDL Guide [5]

2 PTS system

The PTS system (Figure 1) is contained within a rack containing an ELMA
crate, the laptop with the PTS software installed on it and all other acces-
sories necessary for running tests. More information about the PTS system
can be found in [4].
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Figure 1: PTS System
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3 RTM Interface Tester

The ELMA crate within the PTS contains a system monitor (SysMon)
board that monitors voltage levels, temperatures and controls fan speeds for
the crate fans. The crate can be accessed via Telnet to send commands to
the VME boards inside the crate.

The CONV-TTL-BLO is placed on a VME slot within the ELMA crate.
The PTS firmware uses hardware on the CONV-TTL-BLO board to test
the board itself. The SysMon will control the CONV-TTL-BLO via the I2C
lines on the VME P1 connector to run the tests.

An RTM Interface Tester board is the only extra hardware needed for
the PTS. This board is the subject of the next section.

3 RTM Interface Tester

The RTM Interface Tester board is a simple board used to loop back signals
relevant in the blocking pulse and RTM interface test. It is placed on the
P2 connector in the VME back-plane and it helps test

• that a minimum of 16 V are output by the CONV-TTL-BLO on the
blocking outputs

• the RTM detection lines

• the rear-panel pulse LED lines are working properly

Pay attention when using a general test system that the CONV-
TTL-BLO RTM Interface Tester is not plugged in when testing
e.g., SVEC boards. If the SVEC board should drive the wrong lines
high, this might cause a permanent fault to the SVEC AFPGA.

Table 3 lists the output-to-input connections made by the RTM Interface
Tester on the blocking side of CONV-TTL-BLO.

Table 1: Output-to-input connections on a six-channel RTM
Board Output Input

1
O1 I1 I2 I3
O2 I2 I3 I1
O3 I3 I1 I2

2
O4 I4 I5 I6
O5 I5 I6 I4
O6 I6 I5 I4

Before looping it back to an input channel, the output blocking signal
from the CONV-TTL-BLO is passed through a voltage divider network (Fig-
ure 2). The 150 Ω equivalent resistor forms a 1/4 voltage divider with the
50 Ω termination at the blocking input. Given the 4 V sensitivity of the
blocking input, this means that any signals lower than about 16 V at the
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3 RTM Interface Tester

tester TTL-BLO
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Figure 2: Loopback voltage divider diagram

blocking output of the CONV-TTL-BLO will not be detected back at the
input.

By looping back the rear-panel LED outputs onto the RTM detection
lines, the rest of the RTM interface is tested.

The full schematics of the RTM Interface Tester can be found here:
http://www.ohwr.org/attachments/download/3703/RTM_Interface_Tester_sch.pdf
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